
About us

Welcome to MOKA furniture world , We pride ourselves on being an furniture
industry leader in providing innovative, stylish products to the consumer at
affordable prices. Established in 2010,MOKA Living has become one of the
leading trendy modern furniture supplier for both residential and commercial
environment in all over the world . we have quickly developed a reputation for
great value, quality products and outstanding customer service. Our core
objective at MOKA Living is about offering stylish and high quality furniture at
an affordable price. We differ from our competitors in that we focus on quality
products and only sell items that we believe are both practical and stylish.
Further, we are committed and driven to expand our designer furniture range
with original, innovative pieces. Every materials is carefully sourced from
manufacturers that must comply with our strict standards. We pride ourselves
on friendly customer service and will always go out of our way to provide
assistance and advice. Should you want to see particular items in person, you
can contact us to book an appointment to visit our showroom .

We're a furniture company that's head over heels in love with

contemporary design and superb quality.

We literally search the world to bring you the very best in selection,

style and quality, then back it with unmatched customer service and

design advice.

The way we see it, life's too short for dull, boring furniture. Don't

you agree? searching for the newest, most beautiful, cutting-edge

pieces to bring to our customers. Continuously, we add new items

to our showroom floors so that every time you visit, you'll see the

latest in furniture styles and trends.



MOKA aims to create a positive and pleasant

experience for all its clients. Building your house is

more than putting materials together. Building your

house involves building your dreams.

We welcome you to contact us to discuss your

upcoming project, and see how we, can assist you

in realising your dream.

The owner of moka was a QC manager in a

Asian-region to control the quality of Chinese

suppliers more than 5 years.

After much experience for home furniture process

and quality control skills ,he decide to open one

steel workshop cooperate with a Netherland

buyer .so every details and service is trickly

requirement according to the market feedback

directly. And now we have steel workshop and

uphostery workshop for more than 150 workers .we



are aiming more to the products .and not so much to

marketing. So lets cooperate .you are professsioanl

for your region market ,and we are your poweful

backer.

Our mission at Moka is to create an reliable and

creative destination that reinvents how people

discover & manufacture individual furniture

desgin. We understand that looking for good

supplier of furniture can be both challenging and

time consuming when it should be the exact

opposite. By hand-selecting only the world’s

finest furniture products and giving you free

access to your very own personal buyer, Moka

makes buying for a stylish home enjoyable and

truly effort-free.

OUR VALUES



Work hard,make customer be happy.

We do what it takes to get it right.

WHY CHOOSE INSPIRATION FURNITURE?

At Inspiration, We conduct every details from master

of design , ergonomics ,health of human ,Scientific

manufacture and valuable service ,Professional for

high-end, luxury ,unique and elegant range.

What we are professional for .

1. Hardware.
We have the equipment for cutting tubes .it works 24days per day.excatly
cutting with computer ,and it is the good beiginning for the next
welding .45degee edge or other heteromorphism,it will be more effective than
hand ,or cooperate with other suppliers .

Welding . we have professional instructure drawing team ,so firstly we should
consider if some welding corner should be there ,and some of them no need ,
And avoid the welding point to be the finishes .and also we weld the standard
Tubes or panels with computers.

Mirror polish is our standard ,there is no smog on the steel ,and there is no
Bump on the finishes ,it can be clear pictured with our face. And for the corner polish,we
can deal with it very clearly and perfect .we have many finishes options .
Like shiny and brushed .brushing is very slim and orderly .

Painting: we check every piece with carefully before send to the
painting .it must be even dry ,wihout scraches ,no rust after painting .
And our team will be double pack and unpack it before into box .
There is one time package happens after taking out from the oven ,it



would be wrap with beige fabric ,and move it to our package
workshop .our work will take all the begie fabric out ,wear it with new
clothes .white thicker fabrics .plywood conner protecting board ,PE
foam ,KMk 5 layers cartons .

Chrome.
For stainless steel .we made the craftmanship with chrome on the
finishes to be different color .ico oven with different electrical
temperature ,and the Physical reaction will be different colors. Gold .rose gold .
Colorful ,black .cooper and so on . our gold color is very natural and luxury .and stable .
Because the work shop for chorome is very big .so the furniture can put in big Interval ,it
will not be scrached .

2. Marble
for marble ,ther is one point for challenge .
One is the size ,when the marble inside into the frame ,the dimension should
be exactly right .
1mm difference will not be avaible .if bigger than 1mm ,the marble will not fit
in ,if small than 1mm ,there will be gap .but for us ,it is no problem ,because
we buyed the water knife machine ,it cut the marble with sand and mastered
by computer .so the size has no difference .
Options for artif icial marble ,nature marble and rock board.

3. Uphoustery
Some factories can make very cheap upholstery .but looks same .
The difference is the fabric quality and the works .

What moka make the farbic is 320g/m denstry for the fabric .
So it will be can used for commercial and durable .

And our unique skill is that we sewing the foam together with the
fabrics .so the shape look will be very perfectly .thats why the price of
the normal ottoman is high cost than other suppliers .it is really
different .

4. package .
We have 15 people for package team .



They are for wiping ,brush ,Iron and clean very carefully before package .
And for the marble package ,we shoud test it if broke when throw from 1m
height . KMK with 5layers and 150 lb at least for cartons.1-2mm foam for
marble above and bottom ,stable Eucalyptus wood frame for package .

Customize it

Choose the fabrics, finishes, and details you love to

create a piece—and a space—that’s truly your own.

From chairs to headboards, our 85 custom upholstery

options are benchmade

Exclusive rules is available.

WHY SHOP WITH US

Our design team traveled the world furniture fair

to study the top design brands, so we can seize

the trendy of new craftsmanship ,hot designs



and popular colors .

We are aiming at the furniture design at

beautiful design, quality craftsmanship and

elegant timelessness.

We are catching the balance of price with

quality .

Our commitment to outstanding design, impeccable

materials, and unparalleled craftsmanship is at the

core of everything we do.

We never say to customer ,sorry we can not reach

it . we always think if can be better .
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